QUALITY, MEASURING AND
GRADING DESCIPTION

QUALITY DESCRIPTION
PRIMA

STANDARD

is symmetrical, with a very nice,

decently symmetrical shape and

Generelly: A Prima Christmas tree

Generally: A standard tree have a

NATURE

Generally: A "nature" classified tree is
affordable and of slightly lower quality

pretty and even distribution of the density, and will please many

but still resembles a Christmas tree.

branches, best colour, and

Colour: Colour that is not necessarily

consumers.

reasonable length of the top shoot. Colour: While not as

as characteristic as a "prima" or

Colour: Uniform, fresh healthy

characteristically green as the prima "standard" tree, but still acceptable,

color particularly characteristic of

tree, the standard still holds a

and green.

the species.

pleasant green colour.

Shape: The width of the tree can vary

Shape: The width of the tree is less Shape: The width of the tree is

considerably, but the tree will have a

than the height of the tree and

greater than the height of the tree

width that is more than 1.33 times the

greater than half the height of the

but not more than 1.33 times the

height of the tree, or less than a third

tree. Only the most beautiful and

height of the tree, or, less than half

of the height of the tree.

highest trees quality comes under

the height of the tree but not less

Trunk: One trunk, that is not

this category.

than one third of the height.

necessarily completely straight, and

Trunk: One straight trunk that is

Trunk: One straight trunk that

trunks can vary considerably.

located in the middle of the tree.

mostly sits in the middle of the tree. Density: Uneven and varying

Density: Even distribution of branch Density: Even distribution of branch distribution of branch wreaths, but an
whorls, full and stunning looks.

whorls but a little more open;

acceptable visual expression.

At least 4 branch whorls on

At least 3 branch whorls on

At least 3 branch whorls on trees

trees between 100 - 150 cm.

trees between 100 - 150 cm.

between 100 - 150 cm.

At least 5 branch whorls on

At least 4 branch whorls on

At least 4 branch whorls on trees

trees between 150 - 200 cm

trees between 150 - 200 cm

between 150 - 200 cm.

At least 6 branch whorls on

At least 5 branch whorls on

At least 5 branch whorls on trees

trees between 200 - 300 cm.

trees between 200 - 300 cm.

between 200 - 300 cm
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QUALITY, MEASURING AND
GRADING DESCIPTION

MEASUREMENT | CUT TREES
SIZES

(A)

The measurements we state on the
website are the height of the tree
measured from the saw cut, to the
point on the top shoot that is
approximately halfway to the top.

(B)

A) Total height
B) Official height
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QUALITY, MEASURING AND
GRADING DESCIPTION

MEASUREMENT | POTTED TREES
SIZE

(A)

The stated dimensions on the
website correspond to (B) the height
of the potted tree measured from
the root neck (top of the pot), to the
point on the top shoot to which the
upper branch ring can reach when
its branches are bent up along the
top shoot. (Our measure is the height
from the top of the pot to the top
shoot. The height of the pot adds
about 22 cm.)

(B)

A) Total height
B) Official height
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